GENERAL NOTES:
1. FOR LG-AD, NG-AD, AND SS-AD, SEE INSTRUCTION SHEET 510647 FOR PROPER LENS INSTALLATION PROCEDURE.
2. LEAVE PROTECTIVE WRAPPING ON FIXTURE UNTIL START OF INSTALLATION.
3. FIXTURES ARE PROVIDED WITH FACTORY-INSTALLED BRANCH CIRCUIT WIRING. SEE SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION SHEET WHEN MAKING CONNECTIONS.
4. ALL CEILING T-BARS MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO MOUNTING FIXTURES.
5. APPROXIMATE WEIGHT OF FIXTURE IS 3.50 LBS. PER FOOT OF LENGTH.
1. Mount end cap assemblies (shipped separately) as shown using #8 sheet metal screws. For individual fixture, do so at both ends. For row, do so at near end of 1st fixture and far end of last fixture.

2. Remove access cover from fixture housing (1st fixture of row) by sliding the cover and shifting it out. Remove 7/8" knock-out at desired feed location.

3. Lift fixture (1st fixture of row) up near ceiling and bring wire feed into wireway via 7/8" hole. Raise fixture into ceiling plenum, seating side rails onto main t-bars. Make wiring connections and replace access cover.

4. If installing individual fixture, skip to step 8.

5. Attach supplemental chain or wire support using 1/4" holes in row mounting brackets. Chain/wiring is supplied by installer.

6. Lift and install next fixture in row per steps 3-4. Loosely bolt fixtures together using (4) 1/4-20 x 3/8" long machine screws and nuts. Route branch circuit wires via 7/8" holes in end headers. Level and align fixtures before tightening fasteners. Repeat procedure for each additional fixture.

7. If installing individual fixture, skip to step 8.

8. Lift and install next fixture in row per steps 3-4. Loosely bolt fixtures together using (4) 1/4-20 x 3/8" long machine screws and nuts. Route branch circuit wires via 7/8" holes in end headers. Level and align fixtures before tightening fasteners. Repeat procedure for each additional fixture.
ATTACH ROW JOINT COVERS (SHIPPED SEPARATELY) AT ROW JOINTS BY SNAPPING THEM INTO ADJACENT LED REFLECTOR MODULE ASSEMBLIES.

PULL LENS GAP COVER DOWN. SNAP DIFFUSER(S) INTO BOTTOM OF HOUSING(S) AS SHOWN AND PUSH LENS GAP COVER BACK UP. TO REMOVE, PULL LENS GAP COVER DOWN AND INSERT SCREWDRIVER OR FLAT HEAD PRY TOOL INTO SIDE OF HOUSING AND PULL DOWN.

NOTE: LAST DIFFUSER IN ROW MUST BE CUT IN LENGTH. REFER TO INSTRUCTION SHEET 510647 FOR DETAILS.